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Initiative 2021-22 #1: Required Posting of Hours of Operation

From: Lionel Amega
4455 East 12th Avenue

Received
Legislative Council Staff
8/4/2020, 2:32pm

Denver CO 80220 USA
Phone: 619-352-0118
Email: lionel.am@outlook.com

Date: Tuesday, August 4th 2020

To:

Natalie Mullis
Colorado Legislative Council Staff
Room 029
State Capitol Building
Denver, CO 80203 USA
Phone: 303-866-3521
Email: lcs.ga@state.co.us

Subject: Requiring Schools and Universities operating within specific
hours of specific days of the week, to mention or post their operating
hours on their building of operation, welcoming customers. The
submission of this initiative is a proposed measure to the legislative
council.
It is pretty clear, that, sometimes unfortunate events may lead
to the discovering of issues within an organization or the existence
of a loophole within a certain law. We, as citizen of the great state
of Colorado, have come together to notice that, some of the operating
entities within the state, have neglected to post their operating
hours on their place of Business. This, would not be an issue, if and
only if, the so-called entity or organization, did not welcome third
party of clients within their walls or place of business.
The Auraria campus, as big as it is, with an exceptional customer
based of about 53,000 students and staffs, with annex buildings
located all across the city of Denver, has neglected to post or make
their client aware of their operating hours. This has created a lot of
confusion, within their current clientele.
We as people and potential customers, would like to submit, a
proposed measure, as a constitutional amendment to the legislative
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council, to require, businesses in the state of Colorado, that welcome
their clients, within their place of business, to post their operating
hours, in order to avoid confusion, and limit the issues of
trespassing. It takes more than posting a “no trespassing” sign on a
private property or place of business, to notify, possible clients of
the no trespassing policy of a business. The clients, need to be aware
of whether or not, the place of business, is operating 24hrs a day, or
is operating within a certain time of the day, on specific days of the
week.
We as people, are willing to start a petition to collect enough
signatures from clients, and possible clients of these businesses in
order to validate this proposed initiative.
The name and information of the proponents of this filing are:

Proponent Number One
Lionel Amega

Proponent Number Two
Genesis Curry

4455 East 12th Avenue

1455 Beeler Street

Denver CO 80220 USA

Aurora Co 80010 USA

Email: lionel.am@outlook.com

Email: genesiscurry77@gmail.com

If you have any questions, or anything I can do for this process,
please do not hesitate to reach me at: lionel.am@outlook.com or via
phone at 619.352.0118

Sincerely,

Lionel Amega
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